Distributed Set-Membership Filtering for Multirate Systems Under the Round-Robin Scheduling Over Sensor Networks.
In this paper, the distributed set-membership filtering problem is dealt with for a class of time-varying multirate systems in sensor networks with the communication protocol. For relieving the communication burden, the round-Robin (RR) protocol is exploited to orchestrate the transmission order, under which each sensor node only broadcasts partial information to both the corresponding local filter and its neighboring nodes. In order to meet the practical transmission requirements as well as reduce communication cost, the multirate strategy is proposed to govern the sampling/update rate of the plant, the sensors, and the filters. By means of the lifting technique, the augmented filtering error system is established with a unified sampling rate. The main purpose of the addressed filtering problem is to design a set of distributed filters such that, in the simultaneous presence of the RR transmission protocol, the multirate mechanism, and the bounded noises, there exists a certain ellipsoid that includes all possible error states at each time instant. Then, the desired distributed filter gains are obtained by minimizing such an ellipsoid in the sense of the minimum trace of the weighted matrix. The proposed resource-efficient filtering algorithm is of a recursive form, thereby facilitating the online implementation. A numerical simulation example is given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed protocol-based distributed filter design method.